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G-ALGEBRAS, TWISTINGS, AND EQUIVALENCES OF GRADED
CATEGORIES
SUSAN J. SIERRA
Abstract. Given Z-graded rings A and B, we ask when the graded mod-
ule categories gr-A and gr-B are equivalent. Using Z-algebras, we relate the
Morita-type results of A´hn-Ma´rki and del R´ıo to the twisting systems intro-
duced by Zhang, and prove, for example:
Theorem. If A and B are Z-graded rings, then:
(1) A is isomorphic to a Zhang twist of B if and only if the Z-algebras
A =
L
i,j∈Z Aj−i and B =
L
i,j∈Z Bj−i are isomorphic.
(2) If A and B are connected graded with A1 6= 0, then gr-A ≃ gr-B if and
only if A and B are isomorphic.
This simplifies and extends Zhang’s results.
1. Introduction
The subject of this paper is graded Morita theory and its applications. Given
graded rings A and B, algebras over some commutative ring k, we seek to find
necessary and sufficient conditions for the categories gr-A and gr-B of graded right
A and B-modules to be equivalent; we write gr-A ≃ gr-B. In the body of the paper
we consider rings graded by arbitrary groups; for now we assume that A and B are
Z-graded.
In 1996, James Zhang [Z] solved the graded Morita problem for connected graded
rings (i.e., B =
⊕
i≥0 Bi andB0 = k, a field). He defined a twisting system τ = {τn}
on a graded ring B, and used τ to define a new “twisted” multiplication on B. This
new ring is denoted Bτ , and is now known as a Zhang twist of B. Zhang showed
that if τ is a twisting system, then gr-B ≃ gr-Bτ . Further, he proved that if A and
B are connected graded k-algebras with A1 6= 0, then gr-A ≃ gr-B if and only if
A ∼= Bτ for some twisting system τ on B.
There are a number of general results establishing Morita-type theorems for
graded module categories; see in particular the work of Angel del Rı´o [R1, R2].
Ultimately, del Rı´o’s results can be viewed as a special case of the Morita theory
for rings with local units developed in [Ab, AM], which also specializes to give the
classical Morita theorems in the case where the grading group is trivial. However,
Zhang’s results on twisting systems are formally quite different from classical Morita
theory and from the results in [R1, R2, Ab, AM]. The main aim of this paper is to
unify the two theories.
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Our technique involves Z-algebras — roughly speaking, infinite matrix rings as-
sociated to graded rings. More precisely, a Z-algebra R =
⊕
i,j∈Z Rij is a ring
without 1 satisfying RijRjl ⊆ Ril, with RijRml = 0 if j 6= m, such that each
subring Rii contains a unit 1i. In particular, given a graded ring A =
⊕
i∈Z Ai,
then the ring A =
⊕
i,j∈Z Aj−i is a Z-algebra with Aij = Aj−i and multiplication
induced from A; we call it the Z-algebra associated to A. Precise definitions are in
Section 2.
If A and B are Z-graded rings, then by applying the Morita-type results men-
tioned above to the Z-algebras A and B, we can make the somewhat awkward
definition of a Zhang twist (given in Section 4) look very natural and give an easy
proof of Zhang’s main theorem. To do this, we recall that graded module categories
have canonical automorphisms given by shifting degrees. If A is a Z-graded ring
and M is a graded right A-module, we denote the n’th shift of M by M〈n〉; that
is, M〈n〉 =
⊕
i∈Z M〈n〉i is the graded right A-module given by M〈n〉i =Mi−n.
We obtain:
Theorem 1.1. (Theorem 3.6, Proposition 3.7) Let A and B be Z-graded k-algebras.
Then:
(1) The associated Z-algebras A and B are isomorphic if and only if there is an
equivalence of categories Φ : gr-A→ gr-B such that Φ(A〈n〉) ∼= B〈n〉 for all n ∈ Z.
(2) If A and B are connected graded and A1 6= 0, then gr-A ≃ gr-B if and only
if A and B are isomorphic.
Theorem 1.2. (Corollary 4.4) Let A and B be Z-graded k-algebras. Then B is a
Zhang twist of A if and only if the associated Z-algebras A and B are isomorphic.
Thus we immediately obtain Zhang’s main result:
Corollary 1.3. Let A and B be Z-graded k-algebras. Then:
(1) B is isomorphic to a Zhang twist of A if and only if there is an equivalence
of categories Φ : gr-A→ gr-B such that Φ(A〈n〉) ∼= B〈n〉 for all n ∈ Z.
(2) If A and B are connected graded and A1 6= 0, then gr-A ≃ gr-B if and only
if B is isomorphic to a Zhang twist of A.
Not all properties preserved under Morita equivalence are preserved under equiv-
alences of graded categories — notably, [Z] gives an example of Z-graded rings A
andB with gr-A ≃ gr-B, where A is gr-simple and prime and B is neither. However,
in this example B is semiprime. It is not known whether, if A and B are Z-graded
rings such that gr-A ≃ gr-B and A is semiprime, then B must also be semiprime,
although [Z] shows it for connected graded Goldie rings. As a step towards this
general question, we prove:
Proposition 1.4. (Proposition 5.1) Let A and B be Z-graded k-algebras with
gr-A ≃ gr-B. If B is a right Ore domain that is fully graded (that is, the grading
on A does not restrict to any proper subgroup of Z), and AA has uniform dimension
1, then A is a right Ore domain. Further, if Q is the graded quotient ring of B and
Q′ is the graded quotient ring of A, then Q0 ∼= Q
′
0.
We also give an example showing that the property of having a graded semisimple
graded Artinian graded quotient ring is not in general preserved under equivalences
of graded module categories.
Using Z-algebras to understand module categories has proven useful in other
contexts; see, for example, [BGS, SV], among others. We have also used related
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techniques to study the category of graded modules over the first Weyl algebra, A1,
under the Euler gradation [Si]. In that paper, we completely classify graded rings
B such that gr-B is equivalent to gr-A1. There are some surprising examples; in
particular, there is a ring S that is an idealizer in a localization of A1 such that
gr-A1 ≃ gr-S. This is unexpected, not least because A1 and its localizations are
simple, whereas the idealizer has a finite dimensional representation and is not a
maximal order.
Notation. Throughout, we fix a commutative ring k. If G is a group and A is a
G-graded k-algebra, the category of ungraded right A-modules is denoted mod-A,
and the category of G-graded right A-modules is denoted gr-A. IfM,N are objects
of gr-A, then Homgr-A(M,N) is the set of graded homomorphisms of degree e; that
is, the set of maps φ ∈ Hommod-A(M,N) so that φ(Mg) ⊆ Ng for all g ∈ G. We
write:
homA(M,N) = Homgr-A(M,N)
and
HomA(M,N) = Hommod-A(M,N).
If A is a ring without 1, we will denote the full subcategory of mod-A consisting
of unitary modules — that is, modules M such that MA =M — by modu-A. We
similarly define A-gr, A-mod, and A-modu.
Given g ∈ G and a right A-module M =
⊕
h∈GMh in gr-A, we define the g-th
shift of M to be a new object M〈g〉 =
⊕
h∈GM〈g〉h in gr-A, given by M〈g〉h =
Mg−1h. If N =
⊕
h∈GNh is a left A-module, then we define N〈g〉 via N〈g〉h =
Nhg−1 . The g-th shift functor is the automorphism of the category gr-A (or A-gr)
sending M to M〈g〉.
2. G-algebras and graded Morita theory for group-graded rings
Before proceeding to the main results of this paper, we must formally introduce
G-algebras. In this section, we give precise definitions, and show how to use the G-
algebras associated to graded rings to apply the results of [AM] to graded module
categories. This gives an extremely concrete solution of the Morita problem for
graded rings, which we will use in the sequel.
Fix a group G. Following [BGS], we define a G-algebra R to be a k-algebra
(possibly without 1) such that as a k-module R =
⊕
f,g∈GRf,g, with multiplication
occuring matrix-wise: that is, for all f, g, h, g′ ∈ G, we have Rf,gRg,h ⊆ Rf,h, and
Rf,gRg′,h = 0 if g 6= g
′. We require that each “diagonal” subring Rf,f have a unit
1f that acts as a right identity on each Rg,f and a left identity on each Rf,g.
We say that G-algebras R and S are isomorphic as G-algebras if there is a k-
algebra isomorphism φ : R→ S such that φ(1f ) = 1f for all f ∈ G. More generally,
we say that a k-algebra map (or k-module map) ψ : R→ S is graded of (left) degree
h if ψ(Rf,g) ⊆ Shf,hg for all f, g ∈ G.
As [SV, Section 11] points out in the case G = Z, a G-algebra can be viewed
as a generalization of a graded ring in the following way: if A is a G-graded ring,
define a G-algebra A =
⊕
f,g∈GAf,g, the (right) G-algebra associated to A, by
Af,g = Af−1g. Then A is a G-algebra under the multiplication induced from A,
since Af,g ·Ag,h = Af−1g ·Ag−1h ⊆ Af−1h = Af,h. There is a canonical isomorphism
between the right module A〈g〉 and the row
⊕
h∈GAg,h for any g ∈ G. Any G-
graded right A-module is naturally a unitary right A-module; likewise any unitary
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right A-module has a natural graded A-module structure given by Mf = M · 1f .
Thus we have an equivalence (in fact, an isomorphism) of categories between gr-A
and modu-A. In the sequel, we will identify the two categories. (There is also an
isomorphism between A-gr and A-modu, which we will not use.)
For completeness, we give the equivalent construction on the left: define the
left G-algebra associated to A to be Aˆ =
⊕
f,g∈G Aˆf,g, where Aˆf,g = Afg−1 . As
before, A-gr = Aˆ-modu, and the column
⊕
h∈G Aˆh,g is naturally isomorphic to
the left module A〈g〉. For an alternate construction of Aˆ, see the smash product
constructed in [Be].
There are G-algebra versions of the Hom functors on module categories. If R
is a G-algebra and S is a G′-algebra, then a unitary (R,S)-bimodule RQS has a
natural bigraded structure Q =
⊕
g∈G,h∈G′ Qg,h given by Qg,h = 1g · Q · 1h. For
such a bigraded module, we will denote the row
⊕
h∈G′ Qg,h by Qg∗.
The bigraded bimodule RQS defines a covariant functor HS(Q, ) : mod
u-S →
modu-R given by
HS(Q,N) =
⊕
g∈G
HomS(Qg∗, N).
We leave to the reader the verification thatHS(Q,N) is a submodule of the right R-
module HomS(Q,N) =
∏
g∈GHomS(Qg∗, N), that HS(Q,N)·1g = HomS(Qg∗, N),
and that HS(Q,N) is the largest unitary R-submodule of HomS(Q,N); that is,
HS(Q,N) = HomS(Q,N) ·R.
In particular, if B =
⊕
h∈G′ Bh is a G
′-graded ring andM =
⊕
g∈G,h∈G′ Mg,h is
a (G,G′)-bigraded right B-module (i.e., eachMg∗ is a graded rightB-module), then
M induces a functor HB(M, ). If M is locally finite — i.e., each Mg∗ is a finitely
generated B-module — then we have HB(M,M) =
⊕
f,g∈GHomB(Mg∗,Mf∗), and
HB(M,M) becomes a G-algebra, with
HB(M,M)f,g = HomB(Mg∗,Mf∗) = homB(Mg∗,Mf∗);
multiplication is given by composition of functions. We refer to HB(M,M) as the
endomorphism G-algebra of M . In this setting, M is a bimodule over B and its
endomorphism G-algebra and so HB(M, ) is a covariant functor from gr-B to
modu-HB(M,M).
If R is a G-algebra, it has no unit unless G is finite; however, R is a ring with
local units in the sense of [Ab, AM]; that is, for any finite subset X of R, there
is an idempotent a ∈ R such that ax = x = xa for all x ∈ X . Abrams [Ab] and
A´hn-Ma´rki [AM] have generalized the classical Morita theorems to rings with local
units. In the next proposition, we reframe these results to analyze Morita theory
for graded module categories in terms of G-algebras. Similar results were obtained
in [R1, R2].
We note that most results of [AM] are stated for left module categories; however,
by [AM, Corollary 2.3], symmetric results hold on the right.
Proposition 2.1. Let G and G′ be groups and let A =
⊕
g∈GAg and B =⊕
h∈G′ Bh be graded rings. Then gr-A ≃ gr-B if and only if there is a (G,G
′)-
bigraded right B-module PB =
⊕
g∈G,h∈G′ Pg,h such that
(1) PB is a locally finite projective generator for gr-B;
(2) A ∼= HB(P, P ) as G-algebras.
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Further, if P is as above, then HB(P, ) : gr-B → gr-A and ⊗A P : gr-A→
gr-B are inverse equivalences; and if Φ : gr-A → gr-B is an equivalence of cate-
gories, then P = Φ(AA) satisfies (1) and (2), and Φ ∼= ⊗A P .
Proof. Suppose that Φ : gr-A → gr-B is an equivalence of categories. We define
a (G,G′)-bigraded right B-module P =
⊕
g∈G,h∈G′ Pg,h, where Pg,h = Φ(A〈g〉)h.
Then Pg∗ =
⊕
h∈G′ Pg,h = Φ(A〈g〉), and P
∼= Φ(AA). Because AA is a locally
finite projective generator, so is PB; and functoriality of Φ gives HB(P, P ) =
HB(Φ(A),Φ(A))
∼= HA(A,A) = A. This direction also follows from the right-
handed version of [AM, Theorem 2.1], as does the fact that Φ ∼= ⊗A P .
Now suppose PB is a (G,G
′)-bigraded module satisfying (1) and (2). Then
for any N ∈ gr-B, HB(P,N) is naturally isomorphic to HomB(P,N) · A. For
any finite subset F ⊆ G, let 1F =
∑
f∈F 1f be the associated idempotent in A.
Clearly lim
−→
HomB(1F · P, 1F · P )
∼= HB(P, P )
∼= A. Now we may apply the right-
handed versions of [AM, Theorem 2.4, Theorem 2.5], which together say that if
PB is a locally finite projective generator with lim−→
HomB(1F · P, 1F · P )
∼= S for
some ring with local units S, then HomB(P, ) · S : mod
u-B → modu-S and
⊗S P : mod
u-S → modu-B are inverse equivalences. Putting S = A, we have
proved that HB(P, ) = HomB(P, ) ·A and ⊗AP are inverse equivalences. 
We remark that not all locally finite projective generators define an equivalence
of graded module categories; that is, condition (2) above is nontrivial. We give an
example in Example 3.5.
3. Principal G-algebras
We say that a G-algebra R is principal if there is a G-graded ring A such that
R ∼= A as G-algebras. (Of course, we then have modu-R ≃ gr-A.) Since by Propo-
sition 2.1 equivalences of graded module categories involve principal G-algebras, we
are naturally interested in understanding these G-algebras better. In this section,
we give a criterion for a G-algebra to be principal, and show that A and B are iso-
morphic as G-algebras exactly when gr-A and gr-B are related by an equivalence
of a particularly nice form.
If R = A for some G-graded ring A, we make the straightforward observation
that for each g ∈ G there is a map
(3.1) Sg : R =
⊕
h,l∈G
Rh,l → R =
⊕
h,l∈G
Rgh,gl
defined on the component Rh,l via the identifications Rh,l = Ah−1l = Ah−1g−1gl =
Rgh,gl. Each Sg is a graded G-algebra automorphism of degree g, and clearly
Sg ◦ Sh = Sgh. The maps Sg relate the multiplications ◦A in A and ◦R in R as
follows: if x ∈ Ag = Re,g and y ∈ Ah = Re,h, then
(3.2) x ◦A y = x ◦R Sg(y)
in Re,g ◦R Rg,gh ⊆ Re,gh = Agh.
The next proposition shows that in fact the existence of the maps Sg characterizes
principal G-algebras. Given a G-algebra R, we will write Aut∗(R) to mean the set
of graded k-algebra automorphisms of R that have left degree g for some g ∈ G.
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Proposition 3.3. If R is a G-algebra, then R is principal if and only if there is a
group monomorphism
T : G →֒ Aut∗(R)
g 7→ Tg
such that for all g, Tg has left degree g.
In particular, a Z-algebra R is principal if and only if R has a k-algebra auto-
morphism of degree 1.
Proof. We have already seen that if R is a principal G-algebra, then there is such
a map.
Conversely, suppose we are given G, R, and T as above. We define a G-graded
ring A =
⊕
g∈GAg as follows: first define A as a graded k-vector space via Ag =
Re,g. Let x ∈ Ag, y ∈ Ah. Mimicking (3.2), we define the multiplication ◦A on A
by
(3.4) x ◦A y = x ◦R Tg(y).
Since Tg(y) ∈ Rg,gh, we have x ◦A y ∈ Re,gh = Agh as required.
A is easily seen to be G-graded, with unit 1 = 1e. We check associativity of ◦A.
Let z ∈ Af . We have:
(x ◦A y) ◦A z = (x ◦R Tg(y)) ◦R Tgh(z) = x ◦R Tg(y) ◦R TgTh(z)
since T is a group homomorphism. But each Tg is a G-algebra homomorphism, so
x ◦A (y ◦A z) = x ◦R Tg(y ◦R Th(z)) = x ◦R Tg(y) ◦R TgTh(z)
and we have (x ◦A y) ◦A z = x ◦A (y ◦A z). Thus A is a G-graded k-algebra.
We show that R ∼= A as G-algebras. Define α : A→ R by letting α act on Af,g
via:
Af,g
S
−1
f
// Ae,f−1g = Af−1g = Re,f−1g
Tf
// Rf,g.
This is a k-linear bijection, and if x ∈ Af,g, y ∈ Ag,h, using (3.2) and (3.4), we
have
α(x ◦A y) = TfS
−1
f (x ◦A y) = Tf
(
S−1f (x) ◦A S
−1
f (y)
)
= Tf
(
S−1f (x) ◦A S
−1
g (y)
)
= Tf
(
S−1f (x) ◦R Tf−1gS
−1
g (y)
)
= TfS
−1
f (x) ◦R TgS
−1
g (y) = α(x) ◦R α(y).
Thus R ∼= A is principal. 
If R,G, T are as in Proposition 3.3, we say that T is a principal map of R. We
call the ring A the compression of R by T and we write A = RT . If R = A, we say
that the principal map S defined in (3.1) is the canonical principal map of A.
Example 3.5. We give an example of a locally finite projective generator whose
endomorphism G-algebra is not principal, showing that condition (2) of Proposi-
tion 2.1 is nontrivial. Let G = G′ = Z, B = k[x] for some field k, and let
Pn∗ =
{
B〈n〉 if n is even
B〈−n〉 if n is odd.
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Then P is a locally finite projective generator for gr-B. We show that H =
HB(P, P ) is not a principal G-algebra. We have:
H0,2 = homB(B〈2〉, B) = B2 = kx
2,
but
H1,3 = homB(B〈−3〉, B〈−1〉) = B−2 = 0.
Thus H has no principal map, and by Proposition 3.3, H is not isomorphic to A
for any Z-graded ring A.
Let R ∼= A be a principal G-algebra. If we also have R ∼= B for some other
G-graded ring B, then obviously the categories gr-A = gr-A and gr-B = gr-B are
isomorphic. In fact, as the next result shows, this isomorphism is an equivalence
of a particularly nice form; furthermore, the existence of such a “nice” equiva-
lence between gr-A and gr-B implies that the associated G-algebras A and B are
isomorphic. This proves part (1) of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 3.6. Let A and B be G-graded k-algebras. The following are equivalent:
(1) For some principal map T of B, B
T ∼= A via a degree-preserving isomor-
phism.
(2) The right associated G-algebras A and B are isomorphic as G-algebras.
(3) There is an equivalence of categories Φ : gr-A → gr-B such that Φ(A〈g〉) ∼=
B〈g〉 for all g ∈ G.
(2’) The left associated G-algebras Aˆ and Bˆ are isomorphic as G-algebras.
(3’) There is an equivalence of categories Φ′ : A-gr→ B-gr such that Φ′(A〈g〉) ∼=
B〈g〉 for all g ∈ G.
Proof. (3) ⇒ (2). Since Φ(A〈g〉) ∼= B〈g〉 for all g, we have Φ(AA) ∼= BB. Because
Φ is a category equivalence, Proposition 2.1 gives us an isomorphism of G-algebras
between A and HB(Φ(A),Φ(A)). This is isomorphic to HB(B,B) = B.
(2) ⇒ (3). As the identification between gr-B and modu-B commutes with
shifting, it is enough to show that there is an equivalence Φ : modu-A → modu-B
such that Φ(A〈g〉) ∼= B〈g〉 for all g ∈ G. But this is clear, as the isomorphism
between A and B preserves degree.
(1) ⇒ (2). The proof of Proposition 3.3 shows that B ∼= (B
T
) ∼= A.
(2) ⇒ (1). Let α : A → B be an isomorphism of G-algebras, and let S be the
canonical principal map of A. For all g ∈ G, define Tg = αSgα
−1. Then clearly T is
a principal map of B, and α gives a graded k-linear bijection from A = A
S
→ B
T
.
We check this is a ring homomorphism: since α preserves degree, if a ∈ Ag and
b ∈ Ah, then we have
α(a ◦A b) = α(a ◦A Sg(b)) = α(a) ◦B α(Sg(b)) = α(a) ◦B Tg(α(b)) = α(a) • α(b)
where • denotes multiplication in B
T
.
(2′) ⇐⇒ (3′) follows by symmetry, and (2) ⇐⇒ (2′) is obvious from the
definitions of A and Aˆ. 
Remark: There are results describing the conditions under which equivalences
of graded module categories commute with shifting; see [BeR, GG]. We note
that condition (2) of Theorem 3.6 is much weaker than the condition that Φ
and shifting by g commute as functors; in fact (2) does not even imply that
Φ(M〈g〉) ∼= (Φ(M))〈g〉 for all M .
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To complete this section, we specialize to connected graded rings and show that
here all equivalences are of the form given in Theorem 3.6. This gives part (2) of
Theorem 1.1. Recall that if k is a field, a Z-graded k-algebra A is connected graded
if A =
⊕
i≥0 Ai and A0 = k.
Proposition 3.7. Let A and B be Z-graded and connected graded k-algebras with
A1 6= 0. Then gr-A ≃ gr-B if and only if A and B satisfy the equivalent conditions
of Theorem 3.6.
Proof. We follow the approach of [Z, Theorem 3.5]. Suppose Φ : gr-A → gr-B
is an equivalence. By Proposition 2.1, without loss of generality we are in the
following situation: PB = Φ(A) is a (Z,Z)-bigraded projective generator for gr-B;
HB(P, P )
∼= A; and Φ = ⊗A P .
Each Pn∗ = Φ(A〈n〉) is an indecomposable projective in gr-B. As B is connected
graded, there is some integer f(n) such that Pn∗ = B〈f(n)〉. Since for all m ∈ Z,
HB(P 〈m〉, P 〈m〉)
∼= HB(P, P ), we may shift P so that without loss of generality
f(0) = 0.
Since P generates gr-B, f is surjective. BecauseA and B are both non-negatively
graded, we have f(m) = f(n) ⇐⇒ Pm∗ ∼= Pn∗ ⇐⇒ A〈m〉 ∼= A〈n〉 ⇐⇒ m = n.
Thus f : Z → Z is bijective. For all n ∈ Z,
Bf(n+1)−f(n) = homB(B〈f(n+1)〉, B〈f(n)〉) ∼= HB(P, P )n,n+1
∼= An,n+1 = A1 6= 0.
Thus f(n + 1) − f(n) ≥ 0. Since f : Z → Z is an increasing bijection with
f(0) = 0, for all n, f(n) = n, and Φ(A〈n〉) ∼= B〈n〉. Thus the equivalent condi-
tions of Theorem 3.6 are satisfied. The other direction follows immediately from
Theorem 3.6. 
4. G-algebras and twisting systems
In this section, we relate the results in [Z] to the material developed in Section 3
and prove Theorem 1.2, thus unifying Zhang’s results and classical Morita theory.
In particular, we will see that twisting systems naturally come from principal maps.
Throughout this section we fix a group G and let A =
⊕
g∈GAg and B =⊕
g∈GBg be G-graded k-algebras. Recall [Z] that a twisting system τ on A is a set
{τg |g ∈ G} of k-linear graded automorphisms of A such that
(4.1) τg(yτh(z)) = τg(y)τgh(z)
for all g, h, l ∈ G, y ∈ Ah, and z ∈ Al. Using a twisting system τ , the twisted algebra
(now called a Zhang twist) Aτ is the graded k-module A, with new multiplication
⋆ defined by
x ⋆ y = xτg(y)
where x ∈ Ag.
The twisting relation (4.1) is somewhat cumbersome. The next proposition shows
that instead of twisting systems, we may equivalently study principal maps; in
particular, if G = Z, then a twisting system on A is a set of maps {τn} that come
from powers of a single algebra automorphism of the Z-algebra A.
Proposition 4.2. Let A be a G-graded k-algebra, and let R = A be the associated
G-algebra. There is a bijection between the set of principal maps T of R and the
set of twisting systems τ on A in such a way that if τ and T correspond, then
Aτ ∼= RT .
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In particular, if G = Z then there is a bijection between twisting systems on A
and automorphisms of A of degree 1.
Proof. Recall that R has a canonical principal map S defined by (3.1). Define a
function ∆ from the set of principal maps on R to the set of twisting systems on A
as follows: if T : G→ Aut∗(R) is a principal map, define τ = ∆(T ) by
τg = S
−1
g Tg : Re∗ = A→ A.
We check that τ is a twisting system. Let y ∈ Ah, z ∈ Al. Then
τg(y ◦A τh(z)) = S
−1
g Tg(y ◦A S
−1
h Th(z)) = S
−1
g Tg(y ◦R Th(z))
where the last equality is by (3.2). Also, we have
τg(y) ◦A τgh(z) = S
−1
g Tg(y) ◦A S
−1
gh Tgh(z) = S
−1
g Tg(y) ◦R ShS
−1
gh Tgh(z)
= S−1g Tg(y) ◦R S
−1
g TgTh(z) = S
−1
g Tg(y ◦R Th(z))
as Sg, Tg are G-algebra automorphisms. Thus (4.1) is satisfied, τ is a twisting
system, and ∆ is well-defined.
Conversely, define a map Γ from the set of twisting systems on A to the set of
group homomorphisms from G to Aut∗(R) as follows: if τ is a twisting system,
define Γ(τ)g : R =
⊕
h,l∈GRh,l → R =
⊕
h,l∈GRgh,gl as the map that on Rh,l acts
by
Γ(τ)g : Rh,l
S
−1
h
// Re,h−1l = Ah−1l
τgh◦τ
−1
h
// Ah−1l = Re,h−1l
Sgh
// Rgh,gl.
It is immediate from the definition that Γ(τ)g is a k-linear bijection of degree g,
and that Γ(τ)g ◦Γ(τ)f = Γ(τ)gf . We postpone for the moment verifying that Γ(τ)g
is a ring homomorphism.
Assuming this, we claim that in fact Γ = ∆−1. First, since on Re∗ we have
Γ(τ)g = Sg ◦ τg, therefore
(∆Γ(τ))g = S
−1
g Sgτg = τg,
so ∆Γ = 1. Let T be a principal map on R, and put τ = ∆(T ). Then Γ∆(T )g acts
on Rh,l as:
Sghτghτ
−1
h S
−1
h = SghS
−1
gh TghT
−1
h ShS
−1
h by definition of ∆
= Tg since Tgh = TgTh.
Thus Γ∆ = 1, Γ and ∆ are inverses, and in particular ∆ is a bijection as claimed.
Fix a twisting system τ and let T = ∆(τ) be the corresponding principal map.
Let ⋆ denote multiplication in Aτ and • denote multiplication in RT . We check
that ⋆ and • are equal. If x ∈ (RT )g = Re,g = Ag and y ∈ (R
T )h = Ah, then
x • y = x ◦R Tg(y)
by definition, and
x ⋆ y = x ◦A τg(y) = x ◦A S
−1
g Tg(y) = x ◦R Tg(y) by (3.2)
= x • y.
Thus Aτ ∼= RT .
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To complete the proof, we must verify that if τ is a twisting system on A and
T = Γ(τ), then each Tg is a ring homomorphism. By [Z, Equation 2.1.3], for all
h,m, l ∈ G, a ∈ Am, and b ∈ Al, we have
τ−1h (a ◦A b) = τ
−1
h (a) ◦A τmτ
−1
hm(b).
Thus, applying (4.1), we have
(4.3) τgh(τ
−1
h (a ◦A b)) = τgh(τ
−1
h (a)) ◦A τghm(τ
−1
hm(b)).
Let h, f, l ∈ G, x ∈ Rh,f , and y ∈ Rf,l. We have:
Tg(x ◦R y) = Sghτghτ
−1
h S
−1
h (x ◦R y) = Sghτghτ
−1
h
(
S−1h (x) ◦R S
−1
h (y)
)
= Sghτghτ
−1
h
(
S−1h (x) ◦A S
−1
f (y)
)
by (3.2). Since S−1h (x) ∈ Re,h−1f = Ah−1f , applying (4.3) with m = h
−1f , we see
that this is equal to
Sgh
(
τghτ
−1
h S
−1
h (x) ◦A τgf τ
−1
f S
−1
f (y)
)
= Sgh
(
τghτ
−1
h S
−1
h (x) ◦R Sh−1fτgf τ
−1
f S
−1
f (y)
)
by (3.2)
=
(
Sghτghτ
−1
h S
−1
h (x)
)
◦R
(
Sgfτgf τ
−1
f S
−1
f (y)
)
= Tg(x) ◦R Tg(y)
as required. 
We thus may add another equivalent condition to Theorem 3.6, proving part (1)
of Theorem 1.2.
Corollary 4.4. Let A and B be G-graded rings. Then A and B satisfy the equiv-
alent conditions of Theorem 3.6 if and only if A is isomorphic to a twisted algebra
of B.
Proof. Combine Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 3.6. 
One part of Corollary 4.4 was proven by Zhang:
Corollary 4.5. ([Z, Theorem 3.3]) Let G be a group and let A and B be G-graded
rings. Then A is isomorphic to a twisted algebra of B if and only if there is an
equivalence Φ : gr-A→ gr-B such that Φ(A〈g〉) ∼= B〈g〉 for all g ∈ G. 
Thus we also obtain Zhang’s other main result:
Corollary 4.6. ([Z, Theorem 3.5]) Let k be a field, and let A and B be two
connnected graded and Z-graded k-algebras with A1 6= 0. Then B is isomorphic
to a twisted algebra of A if and only if gr-A is equivalent to gr-B.
Proof. Combine Corollary 4.4 and Proposition 3.7. 
5. Graded domains
In this section we apply Proposition 2.1 to understand graded domains — i.e.
graded rings where all nonzero homogeneous elements are nonzerodivisors. For
ungraded rings, being a domain is not a Morita invariant, although being prime
is. However, if A is an ungraded Ore domain, and B ∼= EndA(M,M) is Morita
equivalent to A and “clearly not a matrix ring” — i.e. BB has uniform rank 1 —
then B is also a right Ore domain and Q(A) ∼= Q(B). Proposition 5.1 is the graded
analogue of this result.
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We say that a G-graded ring B is fully graded if the set {g ∈ G | Bg 6= 0} is not
contained in any proper subgroup of G.
Proposition 5.1. Let A and B be G-graded k-algebras with gr-A ≃ gr-B. If B
is a fully graded right Ore domain and AA has uniform dimension 1, then A is a
graded right Ore domain. Further, if Q is the graded quotient ring of B, and Q′ is
the graded quotient ring of A, then Qe ∼= Q
′
e.
If the grading group G is ordered, then a graded domain is also an ungraded
domain, and so this result implies Proposition 1.4 from the Introduction.
Proof. Let A and B satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem, and let Q be the graded
quotient ring of B. Then Q is a graded division ring, so Qe = D is a division ring.
We note that Q is the unique uniform graded injective torsion-free module in gr-B,
and so Q〈g〉 ∼= Q for all g ∈ G. (The hypothesis that B is fully graded is necessary
to ensure this: if B = Q = k[x2, x−2] then the previous sentence is false.) Further,
Q is a (G,G)-bigraded right B-module and a G-algebra, and the identifications
Qf−1g = homB(Q〈g〉, Q〈f〉) induce a canonical isomorphism of G-algebras between
Q and HB(Q,Q). In the G-algebra Q, each nonzero homogeneous element q ∈ Qf,g
is invertible, in the sense that there is an element q−1 ∈ Qg,f , with q · q
−1 = 1f and
q−1 · q = 1g.
By Proposition 2.1, we may assume that we are in the following situation: there is
a category equivalence Φ : gr-A→ gr-B, the B-module P = Φ(A) is a locally finite
(G,G)-bigraded projective generator for gr-B, Φ = ⊗A P , and Ψ = HB(P, )
is the inverse equivalence to Φ. Each Pg∗ = Φ(A〈g〉) is projective and therefore
torsion-free, and uniform by hypothesis. Thus for all g ∈ G, there is an injection
γg : Pg∗ → Q〈g〉.
Using the γg, we define a map Θ : HB(P, P ) → Q as follows: let f, g ∈ G,
φ ∈ HB(P, P )f,g = homB(Pg∗, Pf∗). As Q
∼= Q〈f〉 is graded injective, the map
γf ◦ φ : Pg∗ → Q〈f〉 lifts uniquely via the inclusion γg to a map φ : Q〈g〉 → Q〈f〉
such that the diagram
Pg∗
φ
//
γg

Pf∗
γf

Q〈g〉
φ
// Q〈f〉
commutes. Put Θ(φ) = φ ∈ HB(Q,Q).
The map Θ is easily seen to be a G-algebra injection from HB(P, P )
∼= A to Q.
To simplify notation, put R = Θ(HB(P, P )) ⊆ Q. Let T be the principal map of
R induced from the canonical principal map of A. Thus A ∼= RT .
The restriction of Θ to HB(P, P )f∗ gives an inclusion Rf∗ = Θ(HB(P, Pf∗)) ⊆
Qf∗. Because (Qf∗)R
∼= HB(P,Q〈f〉), it is a graded uniform right R-module. Thus
if q 6= 0 ∈ Qf,g, then qR∩Rf∗ 6= 0, so there are h ∈ G, r ∈ Rf,h, s 6= 0 ∈ Rg,h such
that qs = r. Thus R is a graded right order in Q.
For each l ∈ G, we use this to extend Tl : R → R to an automorphism of Q
of degree l by putting Tl(q) = Tl(r)Tl(s)
−1 ∈ Qlf,lh · Qlh,lg = Qlf,lg. It is an
easy verification that each Tl is well-defined and is a k-algebra automorphism of Q.
Compressing by T , we have A ∼= RT ⊆ Q
T
. Put Q′ = Q
T
.
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Now Q′ is a strongly G-graded graded division ring, and as R is a right order
in Q, RT ∼= A is clearly a right order in Q′. Thus A is a graded right Ore domain
with graded quotient Q′. Again, D′ = Q′e is a division ring, and we have, by [NV,
Theorem A.I.3.4] and Proposition 3.3,
mod-D′ ≃ gr-Q′ ≃ modu-Q ≃ gr-Q ≃ mod-D.
Thus D and D′ are Morita equivalent division rings, and therefore D ∼= D′. 
In the ungraded situation, being prime, semiprime, and semiprime (right, left)
Goldie are Morita invariants. On the other hand, the following example from [Z]
shows that being graded prime is not invariant under taking equivalences of graded
module categories. Let R = k[x2, x−2] for some field k. Then the rings
A =
(
R xR
xR R
)
and
B = k[x, x−1]⊕ k[x, x−1]
are Zhang twists of each other, so gr-A ≃ gr-B. Here A is a prime graded simple
graded Artinian ring, and B is graded semisimple graded Artinian and semiprime
but not prime or even graded prime.
In general, we do not know whether being graded semiprime graded Goldie (or
graded semiprime) is invariant under equivalences of graded module categories. [Z,
Proposition 5.8] shows that this is true for Z-graded and connected graded rings.
The proof uses the fact that if B is connected graded and Z-graded, then B is
semiprime graded right Goldie if and only if B has a graded semisimple graded
Artinian right quotient ring, if and only if every graded essential right ideal of
B contains a homogeneous regular element. This last property is invariant under
Zhang twisting. However, Example 5.2 shows that in general, the property of being
semiprime graded Goldie and having a graded semisimple graded Artinian quotient
ring is not invariant under equivalences of graded module categories, even for Z-
graded rings. Thus techniques that do not involve localizing must be used to answer
the general question.
Example 5.2. Let k be a field, G = Z, and let A = k[x]⊕ k[y], with x, y ∈ A1. A
is semiprime graded Goldie and has a graded semisimple graded Artinian quotient
ring. Define a bigraded module PA =
⊕
n,m∈Z Pnm by Pn∗ = k[x]〈n〉 ⊕ k[y]〈−n〉.
Then P is a locally finite projective generator for gr-A, and if we put H = HA(P, P )
then we have
Hn,m =


kxn−m if n > m
k ⊕ k if n = m
kym−n if n < m.
H is clearly principal, and in fact H ∼= B, where B = k[x]⊕ k[y], with x ∈ B1, y ∈
B−1; thus gr-A ∼= gr-B. B is also semiprime graded Goldie, but all homogeneous
regular elements of B are in degree 0, and are already invertible in B. Thus B does
not have a graded semisimple graded Artinian quotient ring.
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